and on gay hook-up apps and websites. Survey questions were analysed descriptively and included questions about the service itself, sexual health, technology use, and demographic characteristics.

**Results** Of 1272 participants completing the survey, 78% identified as gay and 16% as bisexual, 73% identified as White, 52% reported being single, and 55% reported living in the city of Vancouver. 32% were aware of GCO, 13% had visited the website and 3% had used the service (10% among the 411 men aware of GCO). Among GCO-aware participants, 50% intended to test through the service in the future (vs. 47% among GCO-unaware), 51% reported talking about GCO with others and 22% knew someone who has used it. 46% reported that at times they would use GCO over their usual place of testing. The most common benefits reported by participants were testing without waiting for an appointment (50%), getting results online (46%), and saving time (38%). The most common drawbacks were not speaking with a doctor/nurse (39%), not being sure how the service works (26%), and worrying about the privacy of one’s online information (20%).

**Conclusion** Approximately 2 years after GCO’s launch, a third of MSM in the region are aware of the service with 1 in 10 GCO-aware men testing through the service. Given high intentions to use GCO, these findings highlight the importance of continuing promotion efforts to raise awareness of the service among MSM.

**Abstracts**

**P4.114** THE APPLICATION OF A THEORETICAL MODEL TO FACILITATOR AND BARRIERS TO CHLAMYDIA TESTING IN GENERAL PRACTICE: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

1Lorraine K McDonagh, 2John Saunders, 3Jackie Cassell, 1Greta Rait. 1University College London, London, UK; 2Public Health England, London, UK; 3University of Brighton, Brighton, UK

**Introduction**: Chlamydia is a key health concern, with high economic and social costs. There were over 2 00 000 chlamydia diagnoses made in England in 2015. The burden of Chlamydia is greatest among young people where the highest prevalence rates are found. Annual testing for sexually active young people is recommended; however, many of those at risk do not receive testing. General practice is an ideal setting for testing for multiple reasons; yet, testing here remains low. One theoretical model which may provide insight into the underpinnings of chlamydia testing is the Capability, Opportunity, and Motivation Model of Behaviour (COM-B model). This model proposes that behaviour (getting/providing a chlamydia test) is the result of capability, opportunity, and motivation. The aim of this review is to identify barriers and facilitators to chlamydia testing for young people in general practice, and use the COM-B Model to explore the theoretical mechanisms of action among these factors.

**Methods** Seven databases were searched to identify peer-reviewed qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods studies published after 2000. Data regarding study design and key findings were extracted. Data were analysed using thematic analysis and resultant factors were mapped onto the COM-B Model.

**Results** 315 papers were identified and screened; 28 were included for review. Results indicate that testing can be attributed to facilitators/barriers at the patient level (e.g., knowledge), provider level (e.g., time constraints), and system level (e.g., practice nurses). Regarding the COM-B Model, results suggest that knowledge of testing can be classified within the capability component; social stigma can be classified within the opportunity component; and personal beliefs about testing can be classified within the motivation component.

**Conclusion** The findings have relevance to healthcare professionals, policy-makers and commissioners in informing how best to improve the sexual health of young people.
Support: This work was co-funded by the South African Medical Research Council and the NIH (AI116759)

P4.116 LONG-ACTING REVERSIBLE CONTRACEPTIVE USE AND RECEIPT OF SEXUAL HEALTH SERVICES AMONG YOUNG WOMEN: IMPLICATIONS FOR STI/HIV PREVENTION

Introduction Long-acting reversible contraceptive (LARC) users may be less likely to receive recommended STI prevention services because these methods do not require routine clinic visits for continuation. We compared receipt of services between young women using LARC and other contraceptive methods or no method.

Methods Data were from the 2011–2015 U.S. National Survey of Family Growth, a cross-sectional, nationally representative survey. We categorised sexually-active women aged 15–24 years (n=2,018) as: new LARC (initiated ≤12 months prior) or continuing LARC (initiated >12 months); moderately effective (pill, patch, ring, injectable) or less (condoms, withdrawal, diaphragm, rhythm) effective method users; or non-contraceptors.

We examined differences in past year chlamydia (CT) testing, HIV testing, and sexual risk assessment (2013–2015) by contraceptive type using bivariate statistics and logistic models adjusted for age and race/ethnicity.

Results Overall, 41% had been tested for CT, 26% for HIV, and 64% had risk assessed. Compared to moderately effective method users, continuing LARC users had lower odds of HIV testing (18 vs. 30%; AOR=0.4, 95%CI=0.2–0.7) and risk assessment (51 vs. 74%; AOR=0.3, 95%CI=0.2–0.7), but there were no significant differences in CT testing or between new LARC users and moderately effective method users. Compared to less effective method users, there were no differences in service receipt for continuing LARC users; new LARC users had higher odds of CT testing (52 vs. 24%, AOR=1.8, 95%CI=1.0–3.4) but no other differences were observed. Relative to non-contraceptors, new (43 vs. 28%, AOR=2.0, 95%CI=1.1–3.5) and continuing (52 vs. 28%; AOR=2.8, 95%CI=1.6–5.1) LARC users had higher odds of CT testing, and new LARC users had greater odds of risk assessment (72 vs. 55%; AOR=2.4, 95%CI=1.0–5.7).

Conclusion Continuing LARC users may be less likely to receive recommended services compared to users of moderately effective methods. STI prevention should be incorporated in efforts to increase access to the full range of contraception.

P4.117 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN MOBILITY, VIOLENCE AND STI/HIV AMONG FEMALE SEX WORKERS IN URBAN ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA

Santosh Kumar Sharma. International Institute for Population Sciences, Mumbai, India

Introduction Violence and mobility are increasingly being recognised as critical risk factors contributing to the spread of HIV and sexually transmitted infections worldwide. The objective of the study is to assess the independent and combined associations of mobility and physical violence with sexual risk behaviours and HIV/STI prevalence among female sex workers (FSWs) in urban Andhra Pradesh, India.

Methods A cross-sectional survey the Behavioural Tracking Survey (BTS) –2014 conducted with key populations FSWs (n=2400), in undivided Andhra Pradesh state in India was used here. Bivariate, Chi-square, and Binary logistic regression statistical techniques were used for analysis.

Results Approximately 18% of FSWs in urban Andhra Pradesh reported ever experienced physical violence, out of them, 69% experienced physical violence in the past one year and 52% travelled outside for sex work in the past one year. Mobile FSWs were more likely to report physical violence compared to their counterparts (72% vs. 62%, p < 0.048). Approximately 14% reported that they are HIV positive. FSWs from Urban Andhra Pradesh reported that those who have faced physical violence were more likely to have STI and HIV (4.177 and 3.127) as compared to their counterparts. Although FSWs facing both mobility and physical violence were not significantly associated, are two times more likely to have HIV seropositive.

Conclusion The findings conclude that mobility and violence were independently associated with sociodemographic, risky sexual behaviour and STI/HIV infection. Remarkably, the combined association of mobility and violence posed greater STI/ HIV risk than their independent effect. These results indicate that there is a need for the provision of an enabling environment and safe spaces for FSWs who are mobile, to enhance existing efforts to reduce the spread of HIV/AIDS.